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How often should I balance my plants? Can I
over-balance? Is that harmful?

An Explanation of

BALANCING TECHNIQUES
Questions are one of the very best ways to learn
(and teach). They are often questions than many
other people have had before. When a question is
asked usually they are listening, I have their
attention and this too is important for learning to
take place. Questions are also pertinent. They are
“in your face” and so an answer is going to be
helpful.
I realize that my answers are coming out of my
experience (and you should too). There are many
opinions in this subtle energy field and that is good.
FREQUENCY OF BROADCASTS
Question #1. Can we broadcast the various
agricultural tunings for the plants and the soil every
day? or as frequently as possible?
LL answers: Yes you can broad cast a single (or
series of) tuning(s) everyday and at first that might
be necessary but after this initial period I think it is
best to ask (dowse) if running the tuning is
"appropriate". Appropriate means different things
to different people. To me I am asking not only is it
necessary but is it in the best interests of the life
form and the Creator.
Most people either broadcast too much at first, in
my opinion. They do not have the patience to wait
for a response from the plant or soil. They try to
force the response by running the tuning more.
OVER BALANCING, OVERSTIMULATION
Is there any thing called over dose of broadcasting
energy?

L.L.answers: Most certainly, I feel there is such a
condition and the harm is mostly that the plant
either shuts down or becomes dependent. We have
two settings we can use in long radionic programs.
They are in the Subtle Balance Program and in the
Agriculture Program. The tunings are 158 5455
and 158 5182 They are to help to clear
overstimulation of any of the tunings in the
program.
Is the over dose (if there is some thing like this)
harmful for the plants and soil?
Or is it helpful? Or it does not matter at all?
L.L.answers: It does matter, in my opinion,
especially if it creates a dependancy. Most of us fail
to recognize a dependency because we want to be
needed, we want the radionic broadcasts to be
needed, to justify the equipment. So in our efforts
to meet these needs we over do it and wonder why
1) it “doesn’t work” or 2) we seem to be babysitting
our crops, spending hours “balancing”.
At Little Farm I have found that if I do a good job
in the beginning of the season, monitoring and
balancing soil, balancing the seed and setting up
germination support and then weekly monitoring, I
then have less and less balancing as the growing
season progresses. I like my plants and soil to
“stretch”. It builds strength and integrity of form
when I do that. My goal is to develop nutrient
density and high quality nutrition in my produce
and this is the way I do it.
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